Abstract-Execution
I. INTRODUCTION
Execution and communication traces are central to performance analysis and performance modeling. However, trace processing is a challenge as the trace length can be large even for traces of relatively coarse grain events. Fortunately execution traces often contain repeating sequences that can be identified to capture representative behavior. The goal of the research presented in this paper is to develop effective and efficient procedures to identify the representative sections of an execution traces by discovering the loop nest structure inherent in the trace. There are, of course, several well known algorithms and tools for string compression. Most compression procedures apply heuristics to selectively reduce sets of repeating substrings. Examples include gzip [1] that constructs a dictionary of frequently occurring substrings and replaces each occurrence with a representative symbol, and Sequitur [2] , [3] , [4] that infers the hierarchical structure in a string by automatically constructing and applying grammar rules for reduction of substrings. These approaches are efficient and procedures can be designed to have execution time that is nearly linear in trace length. The key reasons for developing a new approach are as follows:
1) These compression procedures are not guaranteed to identify long range loop patterns because of heuristic early reductions.
2) An important objective of this research is to identify the representative sections of a trace. These are clearly defined in a loop nest but not if the compressed representation is in the form of string tables (gzip) or a grammar (Sequitur). In Table I , we illustrate these points by showing the compressed form of LU benchmark trace with Sequitur and our loop discovery procedure. The compressed representation is a grammar for Sequitur and a loop nest for our procedure. While the compression achieved is good in both cases, it is easy to see that the representative sections of the trace are easily identified in the loop nest form as the elements of the loops with large numbers of iterations.
The loop nest in an execution trace can be derived in a straightforward way by repeatedly identifying the longest matching substring first. However, commonly used algorithms to achieve this are quadratic for a given match length and hence cubic in trace length, and therefore impractical for long traces. A practical approach is to limit the window size for substring matching, which again risks missing long span repeats [5] .
Before presenting our approach, we introduce the basic terminology for distinguishing various types of repeating patterns. Repeating substrings (or repeats) in a string can be tandem repeats where successive repeat substrings immediately follow each other, overlapping repeats where repeat substrings overlap, and split repeats where repeat substrings are separated by other symbols. Since we seek to identify the loop structure in a trace, we are only interested in tandem repeats. A tandem repeat is primitive if it is itself not composed of tandem repeats of another substring. A set of tandem repeats is maximal if there is no identical substring immediately preceding or succeeding the sequence of tandem repeats. We will refer to the primitive and maximal tandem repeats in a string as PMrepeats. In the rest of the paper, "loops" technically refer to PM-repeats in the execution trace, which (presumably) exist because of the execution of program loops. Our objective is find and reduce the PM-repeats of different spans in an execution trace, which is the same as discovering the inherent loop nest structure in the execution trace.
To illustrate the properties of PM repeats, consider the string abababab. The PM-repeats corresponding to this string are represented as (ab) 4 which is the most compact representation. The string can also be represented as tandem repeats (abab) 2 but this would not be primitive, since the repeating substring itself is a tandem repeat of another string ab. The string can also be represented as (ab) 3 ab but this would not be a maximal repeat. Hence, (ab) 4 represents the only PM-repeats sequence, or optimal loop, for this string.
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Our approach to identifying the loop structure in a trace is derived from Crochemore's algorithm [6] , which can identify all repeats in a string, including tandem, split, and overlapping repeats, in O(nlogn) time. A framework was developed in this research to discover the loop nest structure by recursively identifying the longest span PM repeat in a trace. Intuitively, this procedure discovers loop nests by repeatedly identifying and reducing the outermost loop in a trace. For the terminology of this paper we will refer to such a loop nest as "optimal". The procedure was applied to identify the loop nests in the MPI communication traces of NAS benchmarks. The compression results were very good, but the execution time was unacceptable for long traces; processing of a trace consisting of approximately 320K MPI calls took over 31 hours.
The results motivated us to develop a greedy procedure for loop structure discovery, which is a key contribution of this paper. The greedy procedure intuitively works bottom up -it identifies and reduces the shorter span inner loops and replaces them with a single symbol, before discovering the longer span outer loops. In this respect, it appears similar to other approaches that apply heuristics to identify repeating substrings and replace them with symbols to enable efficient processing. However, the key characteristic of our algorithm is that only primitive and maximal tandem repeats (PM-repeats) representing a section of the trace that corresponds to loop execution, are reduced to a single symbol. No other repeating substrings are reduced. The intuition is that reduction of trace sections corresponding to complete inner loop execution will not interfere with the discovery of outer loops. An important contribution of this work is to establish that the loop structure discovered by the greedy algorithm is provably near optimal. Intuitively, the greedy approach still guarantees the discovery of long span loops or PM-repeats, but with up to 2 less iterations. The result is formally described and refined in the paper.
The greedy loop nest discovery procedure was also implemented and employed to discover the loop nests in the MPI traces of NAS benchmarks. The loop nests always satisfied the criteria above, and were, in fact, identical to the optimal loop nests in all but one case. However, the time for loop discovery was dramatically lower than the optimal algorithm, with the compression time reduced to approximately 62 seconds from 31 hours for one trace.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort toward extracting complete loop nests from execution traces. The paper presents detailed results on the effectiveness of these algorithms in discovering loop nests and achieving compression. The performance and scalability of the greedy and optimal algorithms are also presented and analyzed. Of particular interest are the insights into the theoretical complexity of the algorithms and the empirical measurements of performance. The methodology developed is applicable to any sequence that is likely to contain a loop structure even though the experimental results presented in this paper are limited to message passing communication traces.
II. MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT
This research was motivated by performance estimation in foreign environments based on performance skeletons. A performance skeleton of an application is defined to be a short running program whose execution time in any scenario reflects the execution time of the application it represents; thus an estimate of the application execution time in a new environment is obtained by simply executing the performance skeleton and appropriately scaling the measured skeleton execution time. The key steps in the construction of a performance skeleton from the MPI level process traces of an application are the following:
1) Trace logicalization For parallel scientific applications, the traces for different processes are typically similar to each other and the communication is associated with a well defined global communication pattern. Logicalization converts a family of processor traces into a single logical program trace that represents the aggregate execution of the program. Logicalization is a complex and potentially lossy procedure that is orthogonal to the subject of this paper but is detailed in [7] .
2) Trace compression The focus of this paper is trace compression by discovering the implicit loop structure, which is applied to a single logicalized trace for skeleton construction. Trace logicalization and trace compression are complementary procedures. Although the results presented in this paper are in the context of compression of logical MPI traces, the framework for compression can be applied to any trace to identify any loop structure that may exist. 3) Performance skeleton generation The final step is generation of an executable performance skeleton program from the compressed logical trace consisting of MPI communication and computation sections. Synthetic computation and communication calls are generated to recreate the execution behavior captured by the traces. This discussion provides a brief context for this paper. Skeleton construction and the prediction power of skeletons in different execution scenarios are detailed in [8] .
III. RELATED WORK
Compression is a basic operation in a wide variety of scenarios. Many algorithms have been developed for text compression and employed in utilities like gzip [1] . The basic approach in such algorithms is to identify recurring short strings and replace them with identifiers. Sequitur [2] , [3] , [4] is a well-known algorithm that was developed to discover the natural hierarchy in text and other data. The insight is that repeating substrings are replaced by a grammar rule that generates that substring and the process is continued recursively, resulting in a hierarchical representation of the structure of the string. In order to improve the processing time and quality of compression, PGTC (path grammar guided trace compression) [9] is proposed as an enhanced approach that employs program static analysis to build a grammar and guide compression. Noeth et al. [5] have developed an online method for identifying loops in a message passing trace. However, the algorithm is not guaranteed to capture long range loops as matching is limited to a maximum sliding window to avoid O(n 2 ) time complexity in the length of the trace. The goal of this work is to identify complete loop nests from the repeating substrings discovered in a string. There are two well known approaches to identifying all repeats in a string systematically -one based on suffix trees and the other based on Crochemore's algorithm. We have employed Crochemore's algorithm as the basis of our approach and that is discussed in detail in this paper. We briefly discuss suffix trees here. Suffix trees are a fundamental data structure supporting a wide variety of efficient string searching algorithms. In particular, suffix trees are well known to allow efficient and simple solutions to problems concerning the identification and location of repeated substrings. Several algorithms [10] , [11] , [12] can build a suffix tree in linear time. Stoye and Gusfield have developed an O(n log n) time method [13] to find all occurrences of primitive tandem repeats in a string with suffix trees. They also proposed a novel method [14] to collect only the primitive tandem repeat types in O(n) time and find occurrences of all primitive tandem repeats in O(n + z) time, where z is the number of occurrences of primitive tandem repeats in a string. In [15] , the repeating substrings in a string and their statistics are inferred from suffix trees, and used for compression through greedy off-line textual substitution.
We have based our loop nest identification procedure on Crochemore's algorithm instead of suffix trees for two main reasons. First, we are not aware of a straightforward approach to finding all primitive and maximal tandem repeats with suffix trees. Second, the process of building and processing suffix trees is significantly more complex than that based on Crochemore's algorithm.
IV. OPTIMAL TRACE COMPRESSION
The main contribution of this paper is a framework to compress execution traces by discovering the loop structure inherent in the trace. All repeating substrings in a trace are identified by employing the well known Crochemore's algorithm, but these repeats are implicit in a complex data structure. The total number of repeats can be combinatorial in the size of a string and very large in practice. The contribution of this work in this context is the development of a framework to efficiently construct the loop structure in the trace by selectively filtering and reducing the repeats. The procedure consists of the following steps for discovery and reduction of outermost loops: 1) Repeats discovery: Discovery of all types of repeats (overlapping, split, and tandem) of all sizes by Crochemore's algorithm. 2) Loop identification: Identification of all PM-repeats (primal and maximal tandem repeats) corresponding to loops. 3) Loop filtering: Discovery of outermost loops and their replacement with loop symbols. The above process is repeated recursively inside each discovered loop. For a string with n symbols, the repeats discovery takes O(n log n) time while loop identification and loop filtering take O(n 2 ) time. Hence the overall complexity is O(n 2 ). We discuss each of the above steps and the overall loop identification and compression procedure.
A. Repeats discovery
Before we can discuss the loop identification, and loop filtering that are our contributions, we have to explain how repeats discovery is done with Crochemore's algorithm. As an optimized successive refinement method, Crochemore's algorithm [6] computes all repeating substrings (tandem, overlapping, and split) in a finite string S of length n in O (n log n) time. The successive refinement begins with grouping all positions in the string that have the same symbol/character into a single class. Each class is then refined into new subclasses that contain starting positions of repeating substrings of length two. The process is continued to find the starting position of all repeating substrings of length, 3,4,5....until a size is reached for which no repeating substrings exist.
Before describing the details of Crochemore's algorithm, we introduce some basic string definitions.
Definition: A string S = s 1 s 2 s 3 ...s n is an ordered list of characters/symbols written contiguously from left to right. The length of S is |S|. S[i..j] is the substring of S that starts at position i and ends at position j.
Definition: E k is an equivalence relation over a string S defined as follows: iE k j if and only if substrings S[i..i + k] and S[j..j + k] are identical. E k partitions the positions of string S into equivalence classes; if iE k j then i and j will be in the same E k class. We also use E k to denote the set of those equivalence classes.
The simple successive refinement is based on the fact that for string S, if iE k j and Initially, we construct three E 1 classes containing repeating substrings of length one. Note that the unique character "$" is appended as the end of string symbol. [13] =b, class a is split into subclass aa-{3,8,11} and subclass ab-{1,4,6,9,12}. Similarly, class b-{2,5,7,10,13} is split into subclass ba-{ 2,5,7,10} and subclass b$-{13}. The class $-{14} has no substring of length two starting from it, so it is discarded. The successive refinement continues with checking of the kth character following the positions in each class of E k to construct E k+1 . Any singleton classes are discarded. Eventually a value of k is reached for which there are no classes of E k and the process is terminated. The entire process of refinement of string S = abaababaabaab$ is shown in Table II .
The total running time for the algorithm as described above is O n 2 , since there can be O (n) levels and each level can take O (n) time. But two techniques proposed in [6] optimize the successive refinement and reduce the running time to O (n log n). We mention them very briefly here.
The first technique is "indirect refinement". This is based on the observation that any class of E k+1 is a subset of some E k class. Because, iE k+1 j, if and only if iE k j and i + 1E k j + 1, we can use classes at the same level to carry out successive refinement instead of referring back to the original string S. This helps in reducing the complexity when used with another technique called " small classes", which can be outlined as follows. The indirect refinement process for an E k class into E k+1 classes requires matching against several, but not all, other E k classes. The small classes technique prescribes that the classes be selected in a specific manner that favors matching against smaller classes, and thereby avoiding some matching against larger classes. This description only gives a flavor of these technique and the interested reader is referred to [6] , [16] for details. Our implementation includes the indirect refinement and small classes techniques.
B. Loop identification
We formally define and illustrate the various types of repeats that are central to the discussion and analytical results in this paper. The repeats discovered by Crochemore's algorithm include tandem, overlapping, and split repeats. Their definitions are as follows:
Definition: For positions i and j of string S, that belong to the same E k class, if |j − i| = k, then repeating substrings
are tandem repeats; if | j − i| < k they are overlapping repeats; and if |j − i| > k they are split repeats.
For example, the substring aba repeats four times in string S at positions 1,4,6, and 9 in Table II . The second aba is right behind the first one, so they constitute tandem repeats. The second and third aba are overlapping repeats, while the first and third aba are split repeats.
Our goal here is to find loop structures, so we need to identify and report only the tandem repeats. Tandem repeats in a string can be represented by a triple (i, β, l), where i is the starting position, β is the repeated substring, and l is the number of iterations. But a substring may be represented by multiple tandem repeats. For example, the string abababababababab, could be described as (1, ab, 8), or (1, abab, 4), or (1, abababab, 2). Clearly the loop that we would like to identify corresponds to (1, ab, 8) . To generalize, we define PM-repeats and a corresponding PM-triple, where P and M stand for primitive and maximal. A triple (i, β, l) corresponds to a primitive tandem repeats sequence if and only if β is not periodic. The triple corresponds to a maximal tandem repeats sequence if and only if there is no β right before or after the repeats. So, the above string can be represented by a unique PM-triple, (1, ab, 8) . (A PM-triple is a representation of a PM-repeats sequence and we will use the terms interchangeably.)
For each E k class refined in Crochemore's algorithm, a PMtriple can be identified by the following Lemma, which is also mentioned in [16] :
Lemma 4.1: Triple (i,β, l) is a PM-triple, where β is a k-length substring, if and only if some single class of E k contains a maximal series of numbers i, i+k, i+2k, ..., i+lk, such that each consecutive pair of numbers differs by k.
In order to identify loops, PM-triples must be identified at each level during the execution of Crochemore's algorithm. Since the total number of members in all classes at a level k is bounded by string length n, the process takes O (n) time. Since the maximal possible size of β, the loop element, is half the length of the string n, we need to report PM-triples after discovering the repeats by Crochemore's algorithm till level n/2. The running time for identifying loops represented by PM-triples is O n 2 . 
C. Loop filtering
The previous steps provide a list of PM-triples which represent all the loops in the trace. Our interest is in finding all the outermost or longest span loops. These are represented by the PM-triples at the highest level. (The inner loops are discovered by running the entire process recursively). In case of multiple overlapping loops of equal span at the same level, we select the one that starts earliest in the string.
As an example, for the string abcdabcdabcdabcda, 4 PMtriples will be identified. These PM-triples are (1, abcd, 4), (2, bcda, 4), (3, cdab, 3) and (4, dabc, 3). The first two PM-triples both have a span of 4 versus a span of 3 for the remaining two. Based on the earliest starting point, the selected loop will be (1, abcd, 4). As another example, consider the string EababababF EababababF EababababF , which contains a loop nest containing loops at two levels. The PM-triple (1, EababababF, 3) represents the selected outer loop. The inner loops represented by triples (2, ab, 4), (12, ab, 4) , and (22, ab, 4) are ignored at this stage.
The loop filtering step repeatedly finds the PM-triple corresponding to the longest span loop, until no PM-repeats are left. Since the loop element can theoretically be as small as 2 symbols, the theoretical upper bound of this step with a simple implementation is O(n 2 ). An O(nlogn)implementation is possible. However, in practice this is a very quick step as the number of loops is normally very small, and O(n 2 ) is a very loose upper bound.
D. Compression framework summary
The procedure discussed in this section identifies all outermost loops represented in a trace. The algorithm runs recursively on the substring that constitute the loop element (or body) for identification of the inner loops. The recursive steps are important to get a high degree of compression. It is theoretically possible to reuse some of the information from discovery of outer loops to identify inner loops. In practice, this is likely to make little difference in performance since the processing time is dominated by the time to discover outer loops. In order to develop a compressed representation, the loop spans in the trace are replaced with tuples (LE, l), where LE represents the loop element, and l is the number of loop iterations. A separate table is constructed, which maps a loop element symbol to the substring that constitutes the loop element. The overall complexity of the steps in this procedure is O(n 2 ) and is dominated by the loop identification step.
V. GREEDY TRACE COMPRESSION
The scheme discussed in Section IV discovers the outermost loop. However, the execution time for loop discovery can be high for long traces. We will discuss experimental results in detail later in this paper, but we jump ahead to Table IV to motivate the case for a faster approach. As an example consider the class C SP benchmark in the table. The total time to run the algorithm is around 747 seconds, although all program loops had already been discovered in just 5.8 seconds. The reason is that the largest loop consists of only 67 symbols while the trace size is 26888 symbols. Our approach builds equivalence classes and looks for loops in increasing order from 1 to half the trace length. Even though all loops were discovered by the time the equivalence class of 67 was constructed, (and these loops spanned over 99% of the trace) there is no way for the algorithm to be certain that a larger loop does not exist, and hence refinement continues until the equivalence class of 13444 that corresponds to half the original string size. If the loops already discovered were replaced by a single symbol at the equivalence class of 67, the trace size to be processed would be less than 1% of the original trace size, and the remaining processing would be much faster. This motivates greedy compression.
The key idea of greedy compression is early compression as PM-triples are discovered. The entire span of the corresponding loop is replaced by a single symbol, and compression continues on the newly formed (shorter) string. The procedure continues until half the current string size is reached, but the string size decreases dynamically as loops are discovered, which is the key reason for improved performance. Figure 1 outlines the greedy compression procedure. Step 2: Update Current S by reducing all PM-triples with repeating substrings of size Level in decreasing order of loop span, employing filtering (discussed in section IV-C) for overlapping triples. The symbols replacing the PM-triples are stored in a mapping table. Level = 1; Goto Step 1.
S = string corresponding to the original trace
Step 3: Stop. Current S along with the mapping table for symbols is the compressed trace that captures the loop nests. The worst case time complexity for this greedy algorithm is the same as the optimal algorithm discussed in Section IV. In fact, the two algorithms will run identically if there were no PM-repeats in a trace. However, the greedy algorithm is much more efficient in practice for programs with a loop structure.
A. Risk of greedy compression
For most traces that we have analyzed, the greedy and optimal procedures yield identical results. Here we illustrate with carefully selected examples how the results of greedy compression can be suboptimal.
Consider the string abaababaabaab. The greedy compression proceeds as follows:
The loop structured discovered by the greedy procedure is ab(a) 2 ba(b(a) 2 ) 2 b whereas the optimal loop structure is
iteration loop with the largest element, (abaab)
2 , is completely missed. Now consider the string abaababaababaabaab. The greedy compression proceeds as follows:
The loop structured discovered by the greedy procedure is (ab(a) 2 b) 2 a(b(a) 2 ) 2 b whereas the optimal loop structure is (ab(a) 2 b) 3 (a) 2 b. The loop with the largest loop element (abaab) is captured, but with one less iteration than optimal.
In general, the greedy algorithm will discover any loop, except that the discovered loop may have up to 2 less iterations than the maximal loops (first and/or last iteration may not be discovered) and the elements in the loop body may be a rotation of the elments in the maximal loop. In practice, the difference between the results of the two algorithms are identical or trivially different from compression standpoint. The "near optimality" of the greedy algorithm is discussed further in Section VII.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A framework for loop discovery and compression discussed in Section IV and a framework for greedy compression as discussed in Section V were implemented. The goal was to validate loop discovery and compression achieved by these algorithms and study the tradeoffs between the execution performance and the degree of compression.
This research was motivated in the context of analysis of execution traces of MPI applications to build representative executable "performance skeleton" programs. All results presented in this paper are for compression of MPI communication traces for Class B/C NAS Parallel Benchmarks running on 16 nodes. The traces were collected with the PMPI library and converted to strings of symbols. Each symbol in the trace that was input to the compression procedure corresponds to a specific MPI operation with a specific set of parameters. Table III shows the results of the optimal compression procedure. We observe that the length of the traces ranged from 8909 to 323048 (average 71695) and the length of the compressed traces ranged from 38 to 1118 (average 281) with the degree of compression ranging from 8 to 5384 (average 1173). The structures of the major loop nests discovered are also described in the table. Most of the trace was covered by loops for all benchmarks, around 98% on average. The conclusion is that many MPI traces have a loop structure that can be discovered automatically by this approach. The degree of compression is excellent and the length of the compressed trace is generally relatively small. However, we caution that the degree of compression is naturally dependent on the loop structure implicit in a trace and good compression results are not universal. In particular, compression will be poor if the control flow of a program leads to dynamic execution behavior with little repetition in the execution trace. 
A. Results and discussion

TABLE IV PERFORMANCE AND EXECUTION TIME BREAKUP FOR OPTIMAL COMPRESSION. THE LOOPS DISCOVERY TIME INCLUDES THE TIME FOR REPEATS DISCOVERY THAT IS ALSO LISTED SEPARATELY AS WELL AS THE TIME FOR LOOP IDENTIFICATION AND LOOP FILTERING.
reported along with the time per trace record. The largest and the smallest loop element sizes are also noted. One observation is that the repeats discovery time is a relatively small component of the total loop discovery time, which is dominated by the loop identification time. The loop filtering time was consistently very small in comparison and is not reported separately in the table.
The times for repeats discovery and loop discovery increase as the trace size increases. Further, the time per trace record for loop discovery increases from .013 seconds for the shortest trace to .352 seconds for the longest trace, suggesting a low polynomial relationship between trace length and processing time. The LU class C benchmark takes 8028.83 seconds (2.23 hours) to finish discovering all possible repeats, and identification of loops from those repeats takes 113890.21 seconds (31.64 hours). As the experiments are for a modest input data size running on only 16 nodes, the execution time is a major concern for realistic longer running applications on larger clusters.
Table IV also shows the times at which the smallest loop and the largest loop was discovered during the compression of each benchmark trace. For all benchmarks, the largest loop was discovered within a small fraction of time as compared to the total execution time. A similar pattern is observed for the largest repeats. Loop discovery with Crochemore's algorithm employs successive refinement from 1 up to half the trace size. However, the largest loop element in all cases was a small fraction of the trace size. Hence, the bulk of the time spent by the algorithm was after all the loops had already been discovered. Of course, in hindsight, the process could have been terminated earlier with the same results. However, there is no definitive way to be certain that optimal compression has been achieved, although heuristics can be developed based on the degree of compression already achieved.
The observations from the results of this optimal algorithm and the fact that it spent much of the time in processing that did not contribute to final compression was the motivation for us to develop a greedy compression algorithm. Greedy compression reduces the running time by reducing the length of the original string during compression as loops are discovered. Consider the trace of class C LU benchmark. Table IV shows that the smallest loop contains 4 symbols, so the reduction in trace size starts at level 4 by replacing those loops with new loop symbols. The largest loop has 1292 symbols, which contains two inner loops with 4 symbols iterating 160 times and another 12 symbols. The loops span 99.58% of the trace. Hence, after the next reduction, which happens at level 14, the trace size will be approximately (100-99.58) = 0.42% of the original trace size, and compression will be virtually over. In contrast, optimal loop discovery procedure will have to execute all levels with the the full trace size of 320348 until a level equal to half that size.
The results from greedy compression are presented and compared with the optimal compression results in Table V procedure ranges from 7.6 seconds to 61.9 seconds, versus the range from 113 seconds to 113,000 seconds for the optimal procedure. Clearly, this is a much more promising approach for large traces. Since the greedy approach is not guaranteed to always identify the outer loops correctly, we report the loop nests discovered and the compression achieved for each benchmark. For 6 of the 7 benchmarks, the loop nests discovered and the compression achieved were identical with the optimal and greedy approaches. One exception was the CG benchmark as noted in Table V . In this case the optimal procedure yielded a compressed trace size of 38, while the greedy procedure yielded a compressed trace size of 80. Clearly this is not a practical concern even though the degree of compression reported varies by a factor of 2. The reason for the difference is clear when the loop nest discovered for the CG benchmark as shown in Table V is compared with the loop nest discovered as shown in Table III . One discovered loop is offset due to the greedy procedure such that it has one less iteration as compared to the optimal loop nest, and as a result, there are more symbols outside of loop nests with greedy compression.
VII. ALGORITHMIC RESULTS
We have observed that the algorithms that we have developed generally return the best loop nest that is possible, or something very close. An important contribution of this work is theoretical results that provide specific bounds and more insight. Because of lack of space and complexity of the problem, the discussion here is abbreviated.
Our "optimal" algorithm is guaranteed to discover the longest span loop in a string at every step, but not necessarily the most compact loop nest overall. The two definitions of optimality are different although they lead to the same result except in in pathological cases. Further discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. More interesting to us is how the loop nest discovered by the greedy algorithm may differ from this optimal algorithm. In general, the following result holds:
The The proof is detailed in Appendix A. The above result places a bound on the impact of reduction of one inner loop, on the discovery of an outer loop. The result does not specifically address the impact of multiple loop reductions on the discovery of an outer loop. In practice, it is still the case that the outer loop is generally discovered, with up to 2 fewer iterations. However, there are pathological cases where a long span outer loop is not discovered at all, even when there are more than 2 iterations. An example is the string abcabcabcdbcdbcdbcdacdacdacdabdabd repeated 5 times with an optimal loop nest ((abc)
The greedy algorithm proceeds to reduce it as follows:
... The result is that the long outer loop with 5 iterations is not detected at all.
Additional machinery is necessary to ensure that results within the bounds discussed are always achieved when a series of loops is reduced with the greedy approach. Specifically, the greedy algorithm is modified as follows:
• loops with 3 or fewer iterations are not reduced.
• the loop element α of a newly discovered loop is compared against the loop elements of all previously discovered loops. In case the loop element α is a rotation of the loop element of an existing loop, say β, then a modified version of the new loop with loop element β is reduced, possibly with one fewer loop iteration. With these changes the near optimality of the greedy algo-rithm can be retained in general. For the above example, the final loop nest discovered is:
The discovered outer loop has one less iteration than optimal.
A version of the algorithm with these additions is not implemented yet, and detailed analysis is omitted due to lack of space. However, we have not seen any instances in actual traces where this machinery is necessary to keep the compressed greedy traces withing the stated bounds.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an efficient and effective framework to identify complete loop nests in execution traces. The methodology constructs a loop nest from the repeating patterns implicitly identified by Crochemore's algorithm. A fast greedy approach is also developed. Experimental results demonstrate that the approach is effective in identifying loop nests in communication traces. Both the optimal and greedy approaches discover similar loop nests and deliver similar compression results. However, the processing time rises to hours with the optimal procedure for modest length traces of 1000s of MPI calls. The greedy approach provides virtually identical compression at a fraction of the execution time of the optimal method. The maximum compression time for our test suite was around one minute with the greedy procedure. Most importantly, unlike most compression heuristics, the greedy approach developed is theoretically proven to yield "near optimal" results.
While many compression algorithms exist, the efficient discovery of long range repeating patterns due to outer loops in an execution trace remains a significant challenge. Further, an important objective in trace analysis is to identify the parts of the trace corresponding to execution loops, and not simply to compress the trace. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to discover the optimal loop nest in execution traces. The algorithms developed in this work have already been applied as a module in generation of executable performance skeletons from parallel application traces by identifying the dominant execution and communication patterns. However, the procedures developed are general and can be applied to trace compression and similar problems in a variety of scenarios. We believe this paper makes an important fundamental algorithmic contribution and represents a concrete step forward in analyzing execution traces for performance modeling and performance prediction.
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We refer to this group as the family of PM-triples corresponding to leftmost PM-triple L.
Proof: This result is stating the direct observation that, for every repeating sequence, starting with a forward offset smaller than the size of the repeating string yields another repeating sequence with at most one fewer number of repeats and with a rotated repeating string.
Lemma A.2: Let S be a string of symbols. Suppose there exist strings A and B such that: S = AB = BA. Then there must be another string C such that S = [C] k . One implication is that S cannot be the repeating substring in a PM-repeat as it is not primal.
Proof:
2 . If either of the above cases holds, the result holds. 3) Otherwise, without loss of generality, let |A| < |B|.
Then we can define a string T such that B = T A. Now, we have S = AB = AT A, and S = BA = T AA. This implies that S = AT A = T AA. 3 . Hence, the result holds. c) Otherwise, S can again be split as S was split in the previous level. The size of the string decreases by at least 1 in every new level. The result is proved based on the principle of induction.
Lemma A.3: Given two PM-triples L and S, with repeating substrings E L and E S , respectively, where |E L | > |E S |. If there is an overlap between any interior instance (i.e. all instances except the first and the last) of E L and the span of S, then the length of the span of S cannot equal or exceed |E L |.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that overlapping instances of E L , and S are aligned at the left boundary as shown in Figure 2 . If that is not the case, then the proof is generated with an aligned member of the family of PM-triples corresponding to PM-triple L as discussed in Lemma A.1. If span of S = E L , then clearly PM-triple S is not maximal as repeats of E S continue in the next instance of E L . Hence that cannot be true. Suppose the length of span of S > E L in contradiction to the result to be proved. Then one instance of E S will cross the boundary between instances of E L as shown in Figure 2 . (Since the first instance of E L is an interior instance, a following instance must exist.) We split this instance of E S in two substrings a and b at the boundary as illustrated in Figure 2 , i.e., E S = ab. Now the left instance of E L starts with E S = ab, while the right instance of E L starts with ba. But since they are repeats, they must be identical.
Hence we have E S = ab = ba. From Lemma A.2, E S = [x] k for some x and k, which means that S is not a primitive repeat. Hence, by contradiction, the span of S cannot exceed E L . Therefore, the span of S must be strictly smaller than |E L |.
We now present the main result formally. Theorem A.4: Consider PM-triple L represented as (j, α, m) with |α| > 2. Let β be another substring with |α| > |β|. Suppose every PM-triple with β as the repeating substring is identified and reduced to a symbol. As a result of these reductions, if L is not identified as a PM-triple, then another PM-triple L (j , α , m ) will be identified where, j is between j and j + |α − 1|, α and α are identical strings or one is a rotation of the elements of the other, m is between m and m − 2. Proof: Let S be a PM-triple with repeating substring β that overlaps with an interior instance of α corresponding to L. We initially assume that no other PM-triple with repeating substring β overlaps with this instance of α. From Lemma A.3 we know that the entire span of S must be smaller than |α|. Further we assume for now that the entire span of S is contained within a single instance of α.
Under the above scenarios, every instance of α in L will contain S as part of the substring at the same location, which will be replaced by the same symbol. Hence the identification of the PM-triple corresponding to L will be unaffected by reductions of S. Now suppose the span of S is not contained within a single instance of α and crosses two instances. In that case the above result can be proved for another member of the family of PM-triples corresponding to PM-triple L as discussed in Lemma A.1, although the number of repeats (or iterations) may be reduced by 1.
Finally, there can be multiple PM-triples with repeating substring β that overlap with the same instance of α. However these instances themselves cannot be overlapping -otherwise it can be shown that they are not PM-repeats based on Lemma A.2. The impact of non-overlapping PM-triples can be serialized leading to the same result as for a single overlapping PM-triple above.
The final result is that the number of repeats in the recognized PM-triples can be up to 2 less than L since none of the results applies to the first or the last instance of α in L.
